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Dues are Due --

were two of our volunteer contest winners. Thank
you, ladies! You are wonderful!

Membership dues for 2014 are due; If you have
joined the club September or later in 2013 your
dues are already paid. Please make checks
payable to BlackHawk Gem and Mineral Club and
mail to:

We had treats from Larry and Marsha to enjoy
along with Larry’s company. Our scholarship
student spent some time with us as well. Vickie
brought along a couple of friends on Sunday who
enjoyed rocks like the rest of us and were a great
help even though they were not members (yet).

Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave Davenport. IA 52806

Sincerely,
Kellie Moore

Individuals - $15.00
Senior Individual - $10.00
Senior Couple - $12.00
Family - $20.00

------------- >oo\<

Help Needed:

To ensure that you are not dropped from the
Newsletter roster, please submit your payment
before the end of February 2014.

------------- >oo\<

☯ >/oo< -------------

We are still looking for volunteers to run monthly
meetings, host summer picnics, line up field trips,
and possible serve on the board. If we want to have
a great club we need people to make it happen. My
husband and I plan to continue hosting workshops
in the coming year, and coordinating the shows, but
there is more to do and no one to do it. If you can
commit to just one that would be great. E.g. run one
monthly meeting.

☯ >/oo< -------------

Fall Club Show
Due to some great volunteers this year’s Fall show
was a marvelous success. Thank you to those of you
who gave of your time and came out to join us in
this event. You are what make these shows great! I
would like to put out an extra thank you to Craig
Moore for running all over town spreading the word
for the month leading up to the show and making
TV and newspaper appearances on behalf of the
show. We had more media coverage this year than
any year I have been doing this show. And that has
been a good 15 years now. Thank you Craig!

If you have ideas on what we can do as a club, that
is good too. But if you cannot help make it happen
it may not go anywhere. Craig and I already do too
much and have been doing it for years now. It’s
time for others to step in. I hope we have some
eager people in the club that will take up the reins.
It is all about enjoying the hobby. I will continue to
keep the newsletters coming, but an article
submission here and there would do wonders too!

And an extra thank you to Connie Huber and
Diane Preslar who ended up coming both days and
really putting in the hours. It is no wonder that they

------------- >oo\<
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5. Carefully place your plastic Easter egg from
Day 1 on the bottom of the container. Be sure
the inside that you coated with glue and alum
powder faces up.
6. Put the container in a warm place in your
house for a full day. The water will begin to
evaporate and alum crystals should grow on
the inside of your plastic Easter egg. The
longer you let the water evaporate, the larger
the crystals will grow!
7. When the crystals are the size you like,
carefully remove your geode from the
container. Pour out any water that is still in
the geode. Carefully place it on a paper towel
and let it air dry.
8. You have created your very own geode. Try it
again with many different colors and create
your own home made geode collection.
Suggestion: Try this with other soluble salts that you
can buy at the local pharmacy. Try to make a
halite(salt) geode or a copper sulfate (chalcanthite)
geode.

Junior Activity
MAKE A GEODE AT HOME
Geodes are geologic formations which are created
when crystals form inside a vug or hole in an igneous
rock. Usually quartz-(and sometimes calcite)-rich
waters enter the hole and the quartz crystallizes. A
geode looks like an ugly round rock on the outside.
But crack it open, and you will discover beautiful
crystals that sparkle and shine. Here’s a recipe for
making a geode at home.
You will need the following materials:
1. ¾ cup of alum powder
2. White glue
3. Paintbrush(small)
4. Container (a large, clean mayonnaise jar or a
kitchen bowl will work well)
5. Food coloring
6. Hot water
7. Serving Spoon
8. Plastic Easter Eggs
Here we go…
Day 1
1. Paint the inside of ½ of a plastic Easter egg
with a thin coating of white glue.
2. Sprinkle alum powder on the glue. Be
generous – you want to cover as much of the
inside of the egg with alum powder as
possible. Turn the egg over and shake out the
excess alum powder. Set this aside and let it
dry for one day so that the glue is completely
dry and hard.
Day 2
1. Pour 2 cups of very hot water into your
container. Caution: Have an adult help you so
that you do not get burned by the hot water!
2. Put 50 drops of food coloring into the hot
water and stir it with a spoon.
3. Stir in ¾ of a cup of alum powder into the hot
water. You will see that not all of the alum
dissolves in the water: you will need some
alum powder on the bottom of the container.
You can then put the container with the alum
water in your microwave and heat it for 1 to 2
minutes. Remove the container very carefully
(again, have an adult help you with this step)
from the microwave and stir the mixture
again with the spoon.
4. Let the water cool for 20 to 30 minutes.

Via LOESS Bulletin August 2013, Volume XXVII,
No. 7
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Pecos Diamonds: Authigenic
Quartz

see their internal beauty. I have seen many very nice
stones faceted from these gemmy clear Kansas
Diamonds.
A beautiful clear, gemmy
Herkimer Diamond.
Length ~1.45 cm
As a bit of a sidebar, I
always had my students
examine the “gravel” very closely and identify the
major constituents. They certainly noticed that
quartz was present in large amounts and individual
grains (some of pebble and cobble size) were quite
rounded. However, the feldspar particles were
mostly cleavage fragments, somewhat angular, and
rather small in size. In addition, the feldspar-quartz
ratio was just about the opposite of what one would
expect from the feldspar-quartz ratio in the parent
rock (mostly granite or metamorphic rocks). Of the
ferromagnesium minerals generally found in
granite, biotite was very rare and hornblende
uncommon in the gravel pit sediments. A nice little
lesson on weathering and cleavage!

by Dr. Mike Nelson
csrockguy@yahoo.com, www.csmsgeologypost.blogspot.com

T

he rockhounder’s world of terminology is often

filled with rather misleading names; for example,
the notation “diamonds”. I suppose that just about
everyone with at least the slightest bit of knowledge
concerning minerals knows about the “scarcity”,
cost, hardness, mining, etc. of these precious gems.
What I find most interesting about the gems is how
a tightly controlled cartel, led by the DeBeers
Company, managed a majority of the diamond
market (for decades) and essentially established
price (mostly inflated) and supply - at the demand
and conditions of the market. However, in the
1990’s their influence started to wane as mines in
Australia and Russia started to sell diamonds on the
open market, and new gem mines opened in
Canada. Today, the diamond market is quite
competitive, and prices are volatile; however,
aggressive marketing techniques by retailers have
driven prices even higher than the somewhat steady
cost when the market was controlled by De Beers in
the 1980’s (and before).
But there are other types of diamonds, besides the
gem variety, floating around the mineral auctions
and markets! As a kid growing up in Kansas, we
hunted the sand and gravel “pits” looking for
Kansas Diamonds. What we actually collected were
pieces of pebble-size clear quartz that were rounded
due to their transportation in the late Cenozoic from
parent localities in the Rocky Mountains. I suppose
many of these pebble were brought east as part of
the Ogallala Group sediments and then retransported by modern streams dissecting Ogallala
outcrops. The pebbles were also quite frosted due to
banging around during transportation and needed to
be whacked by a rock hammer, or cut by a saw, to

Later on in life, I was sort of fascinated by
Herkimer Diamonds, the doubly-terminated,
crystal-clear quartz from New York. Now, I could
easily see how these beautiful crystals received their
name. Although I have a couple of specimens in my
collection, I picked up another nice crystal at the
recent RMFMS show in Sandy, Utah.
Another addition from the show was a specimen
that I had been waiting to purchase—a nice
euhedral, doubly-terminated, quartz crystal termed a
Pecos Diamond. Wow, another diamond! And, this
got me to thinking about the geological
environments in which quartz forms.
There are a gazillion web pages espousing
information about quartz, but one of the best is a
site called The Quartz page (www.quartzpage.de), a
“work in progress” constructed by A. C. Akhaven
(in Germany, hence the .de on the address). This
tome is well-illustrated, well-written, and chock full
of information about all things quartz
(macrocrystalline, microcrystalline, you name it).
And, I love the disclaimer—I am not an expert, so
information given on this page could be wrong. And
if I were an expert, I could still be wrong.
3

formed quartz crystals (just ask some of our CSMS
crystal hunters);

Akhaven describes the occurrences of quartz as
follows; 1) Vein Quartz—where hot, silica-rich
waters deposit quartz in cracks or fissures of preexisting rocks. Much vein quartz is milky or bull
quartz, and good crystals are not common; 2)
Gangue Quartz—quartz precipitating along and
with hydrothermal ore veins; 3) Quartz Veins and
Pockets in Carbonate Rocks—formation of quartz
in sedimentary rocks (especially limestones and
dolomites) related to low-temperature hydrothermal
environments. The hydrothermal waters percolated
through the carbonates mostly de-positing calcite
crystals but at times quartz, usually either druzy or
isolated stubby crystals. In some instances, the
crystals grew in isolated gas cavities and crystals
may be bright and shiny Herkimer Diamonds;

7) Miarole Pockets—quartz forming in gas pockets
during the solidification of igneous rocks (similar to
pegmatites); 8) Geodes and Cavities in Volcanic
Rocks—quartz (often chalcedony and agate), and a
number of other minerals, are common constituents
in geodes. These include such items as thundereggs
and various agates; and 9) Skarns—quartz may
form as igneous magma intrudes carbonate rocks.

4) Authigenic Quartz—often produces welldeveloped crystals that grow within a solid rock. In
soft sediments, many bazaar shapes of minerals
form; for example, the barite and gypsum roses. In
more indurated rocks, crystals with well-formed
faces often form, such as pyrite cubes in limestone.
More on authigenic quartz later;

A Pecos Diamond. Length ~ 2.9 cm.
So, quartz forms in a great variety of different
geological environments. It is also quite resistant to
both physical and chemical weathering and,
therefore, is a very common mineral in the earth’s
crust (second only to the feldspars).
A Pecos Diamond, the specimen that got me started
on this journey, is authigenic quartz. That is, the
crystal was generated “in place” in the Seven Rivers
Formation of Permian age that now crops out along
the Pecos River in southeastern New Mexico. The
Pecos continues into Texas; however, as best that I
can determine, most of the better “diamond”
specimens come from New Mexico. But, and this is
a big but based mostly on personal observations,
many “diamonds” sold at various venues have a
locality listed as “Texas”. Ask the dealers about
specific locations, and the answer is Texas—

5) Concretions in Sedimentary Rocks—in early
diagenesis of sedimentary rock, minerals precipitate
from solutions in the pore spaces of sediments. The
common minerals are quartz and calcite but also
include barite, pyrite, and a host of others;
6) Pegmatites—these rocks form from hot fluids
and often form gas pockets that might contain well4

subsurface. Dolomitization, a diagenetic
(secondary) process, often then turns the aragonite
into the rock dolomite. Long story but dolomite,
common in the rock record today, almost always is
secondary and rarely formed in a primary
environment. Geologists really do not understand
the entire dolomite story and perhaps ancient
dolomites formed in several different environments
(such things as high temperature vs. low
temperature; the role of bacteria; etc.).
A couple of final comments: 1) I have used the term
authigenic in a fairly strict sense. There are
numerous other uses employed by sedimetologists,
metamorphic petrologists, petroleum geologists, etc.
I am referring to nice euhedral quartz crystals
forming in solid sedimentary rocks; and 2) a long
time ago I was wandering around in Mesozoic
sedimentary rocks north of Fort Collins, CO and
remember picking up nice authigenic quartz
crystals. Currently not a single person knows what I
am talking about. Who knows, my memory could
be shot!
Pecos Bill was quite a cowboy down in Texas. The
Western Superman to say the least. He was the
roughest, toughest critter Never known to be a
quitter 'Cause he never had no fear of man, nor
beast
(As presented by Riders in the Sky)
REFERENCES CITED:
Albright, J.L., and Lueth, V.W., 2003, Pecos
Diamonds---Quartz and
Dolomite Crystals from
the Seven Rivers
Formation Outcrops of
Southeastern New
Mexico: New Mexico
Geology, v. 25.

somewhere, or maybe New Mexico. I suppose the
Pecos is more romantic in Texas due to the
infamous Judge Roy Bean, the only “law west of
the Pecos”. The Judge became “popular” with the
1972 release of “The Life and Times of Judge Roy
Bean” starring Paul Newman (an earlier version
starred Walter Brennan).

The Pecos Diamonds are euhedral, doubly
terminated, quite colorful, quartz crystals that
formed in evaporitic salt pans situated in a larger
sabkha environment—now turned to dolomite rock
(Albright and Lueth, 2003). At some localities
along the Pecos, large dolomite crystals also occur
with the quartz—and some rockhounds also hang
the Pecos Diamonds moniker on these crystals.
Albright and Lueth (2003) have produced a
wonderful description of the Pecos Diamonds,
including collecting localities: size of the crystals
range from microscopic to perhaps 6.5 cm along the
C-axis although individuals larger than about 2.5
cm often are distorted. The diamonds occur in a
wide range of colors reflecting the colors of the
enclosing gypsum matrix. Clear and transparent
crystals, when found, are very small, usually no
longer than ~4 mm. Most are opaque to translucent.
The Pecos Diamonds seem unique in that there is a
great variety in crystal form compared to other
occurrences of authigenic quartz. Most are prisms
terminated on both ends by hexagonal pyramids.
However, there are a number of other forms
including some that are equant pseudocubic.

Via Rocky Mountain
Federation News Volume
44 Issue 7 August 2013

Sabkhas are evaporitic pans of saline water formed
adjacent to arid coast lines but above the tidal zone.
They are very complex environments and are
somewhat rare in the modern world—the Persian
Gulf area being the poster child. Halite is
commonly precipitated on the surface and gypsum
and aragonite form by capillary action in the

Movie poster advertising
The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean. Photo public
domain.

------------- >oo\<
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mineral. Sometimes it is split into 2 or 3 different
rays by the particular arrangement of atoms in a
mineral’s structure. This is best seen in “Iceland
Spar” calcite, where images seen through the calcite
are doubled due to the fact that calcite splits light
into 2 rays. Lots of minerals do this, but in most
minerals the separation of the images is so slight
you can’t see it. But the separation of the images in
calcite is unusually large. By the way, the rays that
come out of a mineral like calcite are also polarized
by the mineral’s structure. In pleochroic minerals,
these 2 or 3 light rays also differ in the wavelengths
of colors they absorb as they move in different
paths through the mineral’s atomic structure. Thus
when you turn the mineral, you will see different
colors in different directions. Axinite, tanzanite and
cordierite have unusually strong differences in the
ways they absorb light, hence the pleochroism
shows up even in large samples. That being said,
then, how do these minerals show this effect in
sunlight, rather than requiring a fancy microscope
with carefully filtered light?

Why do Some Minerals Change
Color When You Turn Them?
by Dr. Bill Cordua, University of Wisconsin-River
Falls Leaverite News 2009, Vol. 34, #6, p. 3
There are minerals that
change colors when you turn
them in the light. Perhaps
they go from dusky yellow to
purple as in cordierite,

or purple to amber as in axinite or blue to violet to
green as in
tanzanite.
These minerals
show the amazing
property of
pleochroism.

It turns out that polarized light can be made in lots
of ways. Light can be polarized by bouncing off a
surface, such as a pond or a road surface (this is the
glare your polarized car windshield cuts down). It
can polarized by passing through plastic films made
of long polymers oriented in the same direction.
This makes the Polaroid you get in sunglasses and
camera filters. But, most importantly here, light is
partially polarized by passing through the air. If you
take Polaroid sunglasses and look at the sky (NOT
AT THE SUN) and rotate the glasses around when
looking north, south, east and west, you’ll see the
sky lightens and darkens in different directions. It
darkens in the places where some of the light
polarized by the air can’t get through the filter of
your sunglasses. With the right mineral,
pleochroism can be seen in the polarized light that
reaches us every day. Our observant ancestors knew
this fact. Strongly pleochroic minerals such as
cordierite were used as compasses before the age of
GPS. Since this effect is noticeable even on cloudy
days, it is useable for navigation in all kinds of stars
are not visible.

Pleochroism
(“many colors”) is a
well-known property to geologists. Normally, to see
this property, rocks are sliced and ground down to
0.03 mm “thick” and placed under a microscope
that uses polarized light. Polarized light is light
filtered so that it vibrates in only one direction,
rather than many different ways. The polarized light
interacts with thin grains of various minerals
producing different optical effects, including
pleochroism, which help geologists to identify the
minerals. For example, various amphiboles have
strongly pleochroic properties in thin section.
But looking down a microscope and seeing a
property in carefully filtered light is one thing.
Seeing it in a big chunk of a mineral in regular
sunlight is another. How does this happen? Light
and minerals interact in lots of ways. The
interactions are complex enough that using filtered
polarized light makes them manageable, which is
why geologists use the microscopes that they do.
Light always slows down when passing through a

Via Loess Bulletin July 2013, Volume XXVII, No. 6
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When taking off your pearls, wipe them with a soft cloth
to remove the oil and dirt from your skin. Never wear
your pearls when exercising and always store them in a
pouch or jewelry box, don’t hang them to store. If you
need to wash your pearls, only do so with a mild soap,
not detergent, and use a soft cloth to dry them, don’t
wear until the thread is completely dry. NEVER place
pearls in any type of ammonia or vinegar solution,
ultrasonic or steam cleaners, or use any type of abrasives
like a toothbrush to clean them. Remove your pearls to
apply makeup, hairspray or perfume. The acids can
degrade and ruin your pearls. If you wear your pearls
often, it’s a good idea to have them restrung every year
or so.
Tying it all together!
Pearls have been valued throughout history for their
beauty and rarity. Cleopatra was said to have won a bet
with Mark Antony by dissolving a pearl in wine and
drinking it; proving that she could consume the wealth
of an entire nation in one meal. Pearls have been found
in ancient burial sites and were even worn into battle by
knights who thought the gems would provide protection.
Pearls were also a large part of the expansion into the
America’s by the Europeans, whose lust for the beautiful
gem nearly caused the extinction of the American
saltwater pearl oyster.

The Lapidarist’s Notebook
The Magnificent Pearl: Part Two
Freshwater Pearls:
Freshwater pearls are cultivated in much the same
way as salt water pearls only using freshwater mussels
instead of oysters. Many archeological sites throughout
the Mississippi River basin and the Eastern United States
have yielded evidence that the native inhabitants valued
pearls for adornment and even trade.

There is a record of the explorer Hernando Desoto in
the 1540’s describing the Native Americans as wearing
pearls “as big as filberts.” The “queen pearl” was
discovered in New Jersey in 1857 and is a large pink,
perfectly round pearl from a freshwater mussel. This
pearl was eventually sold to the Empress of France.
Quite the reputation for a lowly little river mussel! Over
the next several decades, freshwater pearls were
harvested and sold, nearly decimating the population of
mussels in the rivers and lakes of North America.
The best of both worlds:
Much of the production of freshwater pearls was
originally in the United States and Scotland, but when
Kokichi Mikimoto began experimenting on the
nucleation process, the production quickly moved to
Japan and Lake Biwa. Through decades of trial and
error, Mikimoto discovered that the best material for the
nucleation of saltwater pearls is a piece of freshwater
mussel shell and the best freshwater mussels come from
North America.
Today, the production of freshwater pearls and shells
in North America is undertaken by over 30 farms in
various states. The first of these was the Latendresse
farm in Tennessee, established during the 1960s. Now
these farms not only produce American freshwater
pearls, but shells for nucleation of saltwater oysters. So
literally, the beautiful salt water pearl you are wearing
from the South Seas or Asia has a bit of North America
inside it.

Via Rock, Pick and Chisel October 2013 Vol. 13, No 10

Handle with care:
Pearls are not only beautiful, but delicate as well.
Our skin contains oil and acids that can degrade a pearl
and change not only its luster, but its shape over time.

------------- >oo\<
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Bench Tips by Brad Smith

2. Bezel Basics - Hints for making a perfect bezel every
time
3. Make Your Own Wax Pen - You'll love this $20
electric wax tool
4. Depletion Gilding - An easy way to avoid tarnish on
your pieces
5. Setting Up A Home Shop - Tool tips and safety
considerations
6. Building a Jewelry Web Site - Develop a plan to
save money

MARKING YOUR TOOLS
It makes sense to mark your tools if you ever lend them
to friends or take them out to classes or workshops.
Question is how to mark them permanently. For metal
tools, I use a very small ball bur running fast in the
Dremel or Foredom to "engrave" my initials. Other
times I'll form the initials with a number of hits with a
center punch.

LASER WELDING
A question came up this week about how to solder some
jump rings to hold blue topaz briolettes onto a necklace.
We've all heard about ways to do some soldering close
to a stone, and some of us have sized a ring without
taking the stones out of their mounts. We've used wet
paper towels, garnet sand, cooling gels, and my favorite
of suspending the stone in a dish of water. All
techniques bank on the principal of using a small, hot
flame to do the job quickly before the stone gets hot
enough to crack or change color.

But for hammer handles and other wooden tools, the
country boy in me came back and thought "Why not
make a branding iron?" If you'd like to try one, all you
need is a little scrap copper or nickel about 22-24 gauge,
a piece of heavy brass or copper for a base, about 6
inches of metal rod and a piece of wood for the handle.
I formed my initials from a couple 4mm strips of sheet
nickel. The "S" was one piece, but the "B" was three
pieces soldered together with hard. (Remember to form
the letters backwards). I then soldered the letters with
medium onto a piece of 1/8 inch thick brass bar to act as
a heat sink. Finally, I soldered a piece of 1/8 round rod
on the back of the brass bar as a shaft to join to a
wooden handle.
---------BENCH TIPS HOLIDAY SPECIAL

But each job is somewhat of a gamble. Some stones are
hardy and some are frail. Jades and jaspers will
generally take a lot of heat, but I'd never chance it with
the likes of topaz or opal. Trying to shield a stone from
the torch is always a betting game, and sometimes you
lose.

If you find these monthly tips useful, then think how
nice it'd be to have the full bench tips reference guide for
your shop or as a present for a jewelry friend. Between
now and Thanksgiving I'm offering a Holiday Special
that includes a free bonus pack of jewelry articles with
every copy purchased.

If you're worried about soldering something close to a
stone, perhaps it's time to consider a no-heat method like
laser welding. Most jewelry stores have laser welders
these days, and the cost of having it done is quite
affordable. They used to have problems doing silver, but
now seem to do it routinely.

"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" contains 101 of the
most popular and useful bench tips organized into ten
main problem areas. It's filled with close-up photos and
has a detailed index to help find the solution you need by
key word.

I've used a local shop twice in the last year, once for a
piece with little emeralds a "friend" asked me to repair
and for a second piece where I needed a safety catch and
didn't want the torch heat to expose all the solder lines
again.
===== ===== ===== ===== =====
Acknowledgement to be included with each
publication:

Get your copy by going directly to my printer at
http://CreateSpace.com/3976439
Upon ordering the book, you will receive a confirmation
email. This is your proof of purchase. Forward a copy of
this to me at <benchtips@yahoo.com> to receive your
free bonus pack.

More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/BenchTips/
or see
"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon

------------- >oo\<

The articles include:
1. Cuttlebone Casting - Get wonderful textures quickly
and easily
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President
Vice President

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034
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Secretary

Mary Foulk
Diane Preslar

(309) 764-1473
(309) 786-1523

Director (2-year)

Brett Henderson

(309) 626.0107

Director (1-year)

Lori Johnson

(563) 299-5516

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or members
of the club.
Copyright © 2013 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral Club,
Inc. With the exception of items that are specifically
copyrighted by their authors, other clubs may use material
published in Smoke Signals as long as proper credit is given
and the meaning or sense of the material is not changed.

Director (3-year)

Committee Chairpersons
Membership
Publicity
Youth Group
Rock Show Chair
Rock Show CoChair
Scholarship
Bulletin Editor
MWF Liaison

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore
Vacant
Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Board of Directors
Kellie Moore
Vacant

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Visit us at:
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies
http://www.amfed.org/mwf/

The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies in 1959. It is also a member of the American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Annual Dues:
Individual Membership: $15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00,
Senior Individual: $10.00, Family: $20.00.

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm
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Imperial Topaz – November Birthstone

Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication (announcements,
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.) in the Smoke Signals
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the email message or sent as an attachment.

Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder.
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or
unused entries may be published in later issue.

Turquoise Dec Birthstone

Looking forward to receiving an article from
you!
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA
52806.
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